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One of the most controversial issues during the presidency of Andrew Jackson centered around the

future of the Second Bank of the United States.During the changing economic and social conditions

of the 1820's and 1830's there was much hostility between the Bank on the one hand, and rising

capitalists, urban workers, and farmers on the other. In this context, Jackson aimed to do away with

the Bank. The Bank's supporters, however, struck back. In a move intended to wrench political

support from Jackson, Henry Clay forced a bill through the Senate to recharter the Bank. Jackson

vetoed the bill, beginning the long struggle which has become known as "The Bank War." Jackson

defeated Clay in the presidential election of 1832 despite Clay's efforts. Taking his political victory

as a mandate from the people to destroy the Bank, he withdrew federal deposits, thereby setting the

stage for the Bank's eventual death in 1836.In this book, Robert V. Remini begins by discussing the

antagonists in the Bank War: Jackson and Biddle. He states that "the destruction of the Bank

occurred because it got caught between [these] two willful, proud, and stubborn men..." He then

goes on to details of the struggle, "emphasizing the ways in which the War transformed the

presidential office: how Jackson capitalized on the struggle to strengthen the executive branch of

the government and infuse it with much of the power it enjoys today."
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One of the most controversial issues during the presidency of Andrew Jackson centered around the



future of the Second Bank of the United States. During the changing economic and social conditions

of the 1820's and 1830's there was much hostility between the Bank on the one hand, and rising

capitalists, urban workers, and farmers on the other.

Robert V. Remini is professor of history and research professor of humanities at the University of

Illinois in Chicago.

If you want to know what Jackson had to do to get rid of the bank, this book is it. Only a man with

his resolve could have fought and won. The corruption then was just like today.

Good read.

The book is good in describing the detail of a very hidden behind the scenes bank war, however the

author clearly favors a central bank over sound money, thus making a value judgment by drawing

out Andrew Jackson's "unconstitutional" wielding of power. The author gives Nicholas Biddle a pass

for the evil that is bribery and corporate welfare the very tyranny that John Taylor unmasks in

"Tyranny Unmasked"

It was a great book that recontextualized such a momentous political struggle for its time.

good

Awesome. What an awesome, informative and well researched book.

Nice

It's a hoot to read and as much at home on the beach as in the classroom. Sounds like the one

fellow who slammed it in another review here just didn't want to take the course in which it was

required reading. (I am very conscious of writing skill and have used  to diss a number of extremely

well researched books because they are poorly written. Sacred cows I do not recognize.) Remini

takes what should be a deadly dull topic - banking - and turns it into a drama (and comedy)

describing the clash between two bone-headed men: Pres. Andrew Jackson and Bank of the United

States president, Nicolas Biddle. That clash changed the United States forever. Highly
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